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Introduction 

It is a common observation that some of the experiences we call psychotic share many 

elements with experiences we call mystical, spiritual, or religious.  William James, for example, 

wrote “religious mysticism is only one half of mysticism.  The other half has no accumulated 

traditions except those which the text-books on insanity supply” (1902/2003, p. 358).  This is a 

conceptually difficult area.  It seems obvious to me that the voices that Martin Luther King, Jr. 

heard throughout his life—“Lo, I will be with you” (Scott, 1997)—are different in some basic 

way from the voices which spoke to Tyner, a middle-aged homeless man who lived near my 

workplace in Chicago when I was in college.  When I try to pin down exactly what that 

difference is, though, it becomes very, very difficult to articulate.  In this paper, I’ll begin to 

explore the possible ways of conceptualizing Martin Luther King’s experience and Tyner’s 

experience, always keeping in mind that this is not only a theoretical or philosophical question 

(although it begins there, of course) but that it has actual, deeply significant consequences for my 

practice as a counselor and indeed for my life. 

(As a side note, I’d like to add that I’m a little hesitant to use Martin Luther King as an 

example.  I’d never known about his experience of hearing voices until I began my research, and 

there are definitely many, many other religious leaders, mystics, monks, prophets, hermits, or 

contemplatives I could have chosen.  I’ve stayed with King in organizing this paper at least in 

part because I find the example so striking—he’s a hero of mine, and the idea that there might be 

some conceptual difficulties in differentiating his experience from Tyner’s is very dramatic.  

Also, I wanted to choose someone for this comparison who would be deeply familiar to the class, 

rather than say someone from the Zen tradition who might require some historical explanation.) 
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To begin, I’ll review an empirical study that tried to distinguish between contemplative 

and psychotic populations on the basis of various standard psychological measures.  Next I’ll 

briefly review some of the different ways that theorists have conceptualized the relationship 

between psychotic and mystical experience.  Finally, I’ll consider the role of the DSM-IV-TR, 

and some of the values that underlie the diagnostic criteria provided there. 

 

Virginia Study 

 In 1993, Kenneth Stifler and his colleagues gave a battery of psychological tests to three 

distinct populations—first, a group of 30 residents of a psychiatric hospital in Virginia who met 

the criteria for a psychotic disorder from the then-current DSM-III and expressed religiously-

oriented delusions; second, a group of 30 established contemplatives from Buddhist, Hindu-

Yogic, and Christian monastic traditions; and, third, a group of 30 employees of a state human 

services agency.  The researchers referred to the groups as Psychotics, Contemplatives, and 

Normals, respectively. 

 The first measure that the researchers applied was Hood’s Mysticism Scale.  This is a 

standard instrument for measuring mystical experience (Hood, 1975; see Appendix A).  The 

results were fascinating—based only on the Mysticism Scale, Psychotics and Contemplatives 

could be separated from Normals, but not from each other.  As the authors write, this lends 

“tentative support to the theoretical position that considers mystical experience in psychosis, and 

mystical experiences within varying religious traditions, to be essentially the same” (Stifler, et. 

al., 1993, p. 371). 

 This in itself is a valuable contribution to research in the psychology of religion.  The 

authors went further, though, also applying Knoblauch’s Ego Grasping Orientation Inventory 
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(EGO scale) and Raskin and Hall’s Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI).  These measures are 

designed to test the hypothesis that “persons of an advanced spiritual understanding and 

development would likely have a correspondingly more advanced capacity for selfless service 

and compassionate awareness of others, while the spiritually blunted and immature person would 

more likely be characterized by self-centeredness and a limited empathic understanding” (Stifler, 

et. al., 1993, p. 367).  Again, the results are fascinating.  On the basis of these measures, Normals 

and Contemplatives could be separated from Psychotics, but not from each other. 

There are various kinds of chicken-and-egg questions raised by these results.  Are people 

with more rigid, grasping, or narcissistic personalities (as measured by the EGO scale and the 

NPI) less able to integrate experiences that might be authentically spiritual (whatever that 

means)?  Or, alternately, could failure to integrate an intense spiritual experience result in higher 

levels of rigidity and narcissism?  Are psychotics just contemplatives with more rigid 

personalities?  Are contemplatives just psychotics who have integrated their experiences into a 

healthier personality structure?  Returning to the example I began with, did Tyner and Martin 

Luther King hear the same voice and respond in different ways, or did they hear different voices?  

These questions, and many more, swirl around as I try to make sense of this rich and intriguing 

study, and I’ll return to some of them.  First, though, I want to consider some of the possibilities 

for understanding the relationship between the categories of contemplative, psychotic, and 

normal. 

 

Possible Conceptual Models  

There are a variety of conceptual models for considering the relationships between 

psychotic experience and contemplative or mystical experience (Jackson and Fulford, 1997, 
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2002).  Ken Wilber, for example, considers the two categories absolutely distinct, and criticizes 

those who would confuse them.  For Wilber, psychotic and mystical are completely different 

states, and represent completely different levels of development.  The pre/trans fallacy, for him, 

is the logical mistake of confusing these two levels (2000, pp. 210-13).  Caroline Brett also 

argues that the two categories are distinct, but explores the possibility that they can co-occur, and 

that part of the job of a therapist is to support and encourage the genuinely mystical, and alleviate 

the psychotic (2002). 

R.D. Laing and the anti-psychiatrists, on the other hand, generally consider the two 

categories the same, and criticize those who would try to differentiate them (Jackson and 

Fulford, 1997, p. 42).  For Laing, psychotic and mystical might almost be the same thing—the 

implication is that all psychotics are mystics.  For Freud also, the two categories are the same, 

but with a different emphasis—the implication here is that all mystics are psychotics.  All 

religious belief, for Freud, comes from wish-fulfillment, and an inability to face our human 

helplessness (1927/1961). 

 There are problems with all of these models, it seems to me.  Wilber and Brett, for 

example, never articulate clearly exactly what the criteria should for distinguishing what Wilber 

calls pre-egoic and trans-egoic states, and Brett calls psychotic and mystical states.  The Virginia 

study I cited earlier seemed to show that the experiences are indistinguishable by the standard 

Mysticism Scale—how would Wilber and Brett suggest we distinguish the experiences?  Also, in 

terms of Wilber, I would take deep issue with some of his own heroes.  He regularly cites with 

great approval spiritual teachers such as Adi Da and Andrew Cohen, both of whom have 

exploited students financially, emotionally, and sexually, and both of whom, it seems to me, 

could be considered psychotics or sociopaths just as easily as mystics. 
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 R.D. Laing and Sigmund Freud, it seems to me, both go too far, albeit in different 

directions.  Freud, I think, reduces huge parts of human experience to wish-fulfillment and to 

sexual and early childhood drives in a way that seems dogmatic, reductionistic, and overly 

simplifying.  I find myself actually in more sympathy with Laing on this issue, but the question 

then, for me, becomes what we are to do to alleviate the very real suffering of those people we 

call psychotics?  Simply pointing out that the culture is just as insane as they are (which is fair 

enough, in my view) doesn’t take us very far in terms of practical, compassionate next steps. 

 So let’s throw out all the models.  Then what?  Then, it seems to me, we’re in the realm 

of ethical and moral values—of distinguishing, in case after case, how to be most kind, 

sympathetic, and helpful to people who are coming to us for help.  Values are always relative, of 

course, and I want to end by considering the values implicitly held by the DSM-IV criteria for 

mental illness. 

 

DSM-IV-TR 

 In the discussion of the relationship between psychotic and contemplative experiences 

above, there is one model that I have yet to discuss.  This is the model put forward in different 

ways by William James (1902/2003), Jackson and Fulford (1997, 2002) and in part by the DSM-

IV-TR (2000).  (It’s also, by the way, the model preferred by Prof. Hollis Burkhart!)  Basically, 

this way of differentiating psychotic and contemplative experiences doesn’t consider their form 

or their content in deciding whether they are pathological or not.  This model considers instead 

the results of these experiences, their consequences, their “fruits for life” (James, 1902/2003, p. 

347).  Basically, if the results are damaging, then the experience is pathological;  if the results are 

beneficial, then the experience is nonpathological. 
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 I find this model very helpful, with a large caveat.  The caveat is that any decision about 

whether a particular experience is beneficial or not is necessarily a decision that’s deeply value-

bound, and that values can be in genuine conflict with each other.  There is simply no way to 

determine whether a given experience has beneficial or harmful results in a value-free way.  

More on this in a moment. 

 The DSM-IV-TR criteria for many psychotic disorders, including Schizophreniform 

Disorder, Schizoaffective Disorder, Delusional Disorder and Brief Psychotic Disorder make no 

reference to the consequences of the experience.  In other words, there is no way, given DSM-

IV-TR criteria for these disorders, to distinguish Martin Luther King, Jr.’s voices from Tyner’s 

voices—both are hallucinations, and would begin to shape a diagnosis, although more symptoms 

would also have to be present for a disorder to be diagnosed.  There is an acknowledgement in 

the DSM that “hallucinations may be a normal part of religious experience in certain cultural 

contexts,” (2000, p. 300) but my understanding of the mainstream Protestant tradition from 

which Martin Luther King came is that hearing voices would absolutely not be considered 

ordinary.  So are we stuck with MLK and Tyner in the same boat? 

 Not necessarily.  In the DSM-IV-TR, one of the criteria for Schizophrenia (the most 

serious psychotic disorder) does take into account the consequences of the experience.  This 

criterion reads: 

  B.  Social/occupational dysfunction:  For a significant portion of the time since  

the onset of the disturbance, one or more major areas of functioning such as work, 

interpersonal relations, or self-care are markedly below the level achieved prior to 

the onset (or when the onset is in childhood or adolescence, failure to achieve 

expected level of interpersonal, academic, or occupational achievement.) (2000, p. 

312) 
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Might this be the way we can finally distinguish between spiritual and psychotic 

experiences?  Tyner’s hallucinations contributed to his homelessness and his inability to keep a 

job;  Martin Luther King’s voices contributed to fundamentally reorienting his entire culture in 

the direction of greater freedom and justice—might the DSM provide the answer after all? 

Unfortunately, finally, I think this criterion also fails to cleanly divide the two kinds of 

experience.  The criterion of social/occupation dysfunction is based on a particular ranking of 

values, and—this is crucial—religious traditions themselves do not share those values. 

Work, interpersonal relations, and self-care are values.  As far as I know, all religious 

traditions value these things to some extent, and also as far as I know absolutely no religious 

tradition on earth makes them the highest values.  All religious traditions hold up as heroes those 

who have sacrificed work.  All religious traditions hold up as heroes those who have sacrificed 

interpersonal relations.  All religious traditions hold up as heroes those who have sacrificed self-

care. 

 If Tyner believed that in neglecting work, interpersonal relations, and self-care he was 

doing God’s will, or that he was actualizing a vow of enlightenment, it would be impossible to 

distinguish his actions and ideas from those of recognized heroes of Christianity and Buddhism.  

Again, the model—the attempt to make the distinction stick—doesn’t work, or only works in a 

way that involves values from outside the relevant tradition itself. 

 

Conclusion 

 Martin Luther King heard voices;  Tyner heard voices.  I think a profound distinction 

exists between the experiences of the two men—I think not making the distinction, or arguing 

that it can’t be made, isn’t satisfying, appropriate, or honest.  But I think that the values which 
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guide the making of that distinction aren’t absolute.  We will always be making that distinction 

from somewhere.  As someone who stands in more than one tradition (most relevantly, the 

materialist scientific tradition of mainstream American culture and the contemplative tradition of 

Soto Zen Buddhism) I can imagine making those distinctions differently based on my different 

cultural allegiances.  Basically, I can imagine responding differently to someone hearing voices 

in my role as a counselor and in my role as a Zen priest.  And I will have to respond, one way or 

the other, as we all do.  It’s humbling to consider how difficult it is to respond helpfully. 
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Appendix A:  Hood’s Mysticism Scale (1975) 

 

The instructions for this scale are as follows:  

 

The attached booklet contains brief descriptions of a number of experiences. Some descriptions 

refer to phenomenon that you may have experienced while others refer to phenomenon that you 

may not have experienced. In each case note the description carefully and then place a mark in 

the left margin according to how much the description applies to your own experience. Write + 

1, +2, or -1, -2, or ? depending on how you feel in each case. 

  

 +1: This description is probably true of my own experience or experiences  

 -1: This description is probably not true of my own experience or experiences  

 +2: This description is definitely true of my own experience or experiences  

 -2: This description is definitely not true of my own experience or experiences  

 ?: I cannot decide  

 

Please mark each item trying to avoid if at all possible marking any item with a ?. In responding 

to each item, please understand that the items may be considered as applying to one experience 

or as applying to several different experiences. After completing the booklet, please be sure that 

all items have been marked-leave no items unanswered. 

 

 

1. I have had an experience which was both timeless and spaceless. 

  

2. I have never had an experience which was incapable of being expressed in words.  

 

3. I have had an experience in which something greater than myself seemed to absorb me. 

 

4. I have had an experience in which everything seemed to disappear from my mind until I was 

conscious only of a void. 

 

5. I have experienced profound joy. 

 

6. I have never had an experience in which I felt myself to be absorbed as one with all things.  

 

7. I have never experienced a perfectly peaceful state.  

 

8. I have never had an experience in which I felt as if all things were alive.  

 

9. I have never had an experience which seemed holy to me.  

 

10. I have never had an experience in which all things seemed to be aware.  

 

11. I have had an experience in which I had no sense of time or space.  

 

12. I have had an experience in which I realized the oneness of myself with all things.  
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13. I have had an experience in which a new view of reality was revealed to me.  

 

14. I have never experienced anything to be divine.  

 

15. I have never had an experience in which time and space were non-existent.  

 

16. I have never experienced anything that I could call ultimate reality.  

 

17. I have had an experience in which ultimate reality was revealed to me.  

 

18. I have had an experience in which I felt that all was perfection at that time.  

 

19. I have had an experience in which I felt everything in the world to be part of the same whole.  

 

20. I have had an experience which I knew to be sacred.  

 

21. I have never had an experience which I was unable to express adequately through language. 

 

22. I have had an experience which left me with a feeling of awe.  

 

23. I have had an experience that is impossible to communicate.  

 

24. I have never had an experience in which my own self seemed to merge into something 

greater.  

 

25. I have never had an experience which left me with a feeling of wonder.  

 

26. I have never had an experience in which deeper aspects of reality were revealed to me.  

 

27. I have never had an experience in which time, place, and distance were meaningless.  

 

28. I have never had an experience in which I became aware of a unity to all things.  

 

29. I have had an experience in which all things seemed to be conscious.  

 

30. I have never had an experience in which all things seemed to be unified into a single whole.  

 

31. I have had an experience in which I felt nothing is ever really dead.  

 

32. I have had an experience that cannot be expressed in words. 

 

 


